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u f f i c i o   s t a m p a

 
New Style 44 in Corian, a minimal idea for bright spaces 

 
New Style 44 revolutionizes the control’s concept through Corian front plates 

and exclusive toggle controls with illuminated feedback status. 
 
 
AVE New Style is dedicated to free spirits, for those who seek true harmony in the purity of 
colour. This collection reflects the simple geometries of its toggle controls through white solid 
Corian front plates. A modern evolution for genuine and minimalist open spaces. 
 
New Style 44 is the result of a precise choice: AVE meets the needs of the most demanding 
customers. First Italian Company that have introduced the touch technology to electric field, 
AVE is again innovative reinterpreting the way you turn on the light, today: New Style 44 
retrieves the ON/OFF toggle system, making it topical again.  
 
The best technology combines with unprecedented aesthetics and valuable materials to 
create a unique concept. The New Style 44 Corian series allows you to customize the controls 
through a complete proposal of electric diverters, buttons, rolling blind switches and switches 
with illuminated feedback status. In addition, not only the switches but also the shuko 
sockets recover the same innovative design, allowing architects and designers to propose 
aesthetically coordinated and complete solutions. 
 
Available for both round and rectangular flush mounted boxes and so addressed to the wider 
international market, New Style 44 Corian series finds its perfect location between 
essential furnishings, in open space and minimalist environments, where it can return its bright 
white in a unique way. New Style 44 combines with Domus wiring accessories series, for 
those who want white elements, and TEKLA 44, the latest AVE wiring accessories series that 
increases flexibility, offering all 44 System solutions in opaque black/anthracite grey 
coloration. 
 
New Style 44 is also available in glass and aluminium versions that complete AVE retro 
range with England Style 44 collection in wood. Three different proposals, each devoted to 
a different way of living and spaces’ interpreting. Light up your style with AVE. 
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